Model of academic publications and communications report generated on the basis of ORBi in view of the evaluation of ULg based individual or team dossiers

Model D

Validated by the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters.

* = Rubric specifications always mentioned in the report, even if no reference is present.

Theses and dissertations
- Post doctoral thesis
- Doctoral thesis
- Master dissertations

Publications

A) * Books
   - Written alone
   - Written in collaboration
   - Direction and/or edition of collective works (including proceedings of scientific meetings, special issues of journals)
   - Catalogs
   - Critical editions
   - Index, concordances et corpus
   - Translations
   - Others

B) * Articles and books chapters
   - Articles in journals with peer reviewing
   - Articles in journals without peer reviewing
   - Articles in proceedings
   - Books chapters
   - Contributions to encyclopedias, dictionaries…
   - Prefaces, postfaces, glossaries
   - Translations
   - Book reviews
   - Others
C) Computer developments
   Textual, factual or bibliographical databases
   Softwares
   Others

D) Patents

E) Learning materials
   Course notes
   Other learning materials

F) Published reports
   Research reports
   Expert reports
   Others

G) Scientific popularization and diffusion for general public
   Articles in magazines or newspapers
   Others

* Unpublished conferences and communications
  A) Communications to congresses and symposia
  B) Conferences in universities or research centers
  C) Posters
  D) Conferences given outside the academic context

Miscellaneous